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22 Volunteers In County

VISTA Faces Drug Addicts

'i,

Suspended Editor

By SHANNON ROBINSON
One of the objectives of VISTA
volunteers is to increase the community's awareness of problems
of ghetto housing, unemployment,
heroin addiction, crime, and the
lack of education. There are 22
VISTA volunteers in the Bernallillo County area helping with
these problems.
Bill Stillwell, who is now serving his second year as a VISTA
volunteer, said there are 9(}0
heroin addicts living in the Albuquerque area, and an estimated
3,000 transient addicts each year.
New Mexico is tenth in the nation, per capita, in hard narcotics
addiction. As a result, Albuquerque has the third largest FBI
bureau of narcotics in the coun"
try.
Contact Person
Dave Sedillo, from the Office of
Economic Opportunity (OEO)
and Stillwell used a "contact person" to make a survey on the
number of heroin addicts in the
Albuquerque area. A federal grant
of $400,000 1 which will be eventually supplemented with matching
state funds, was attained on the
basis
of the survey. Albuquerque
A Lobo editor was snspendered
is
one
of six cities in the U.S. to
Wednesday for interfering with
the educational process of 14,000 receive a federal grant for this
purpose.
student readers.
Stillwell said the Narcotics Rehabiiltation Act is a four part program to benefit heroin addicts.
The first two titles of the act pertain to addicts with a record o£
prior convictions. They now can
receive rehabilitation instead of
prosecution when charged with
another violation.
Hospitalization
ford H. Hardin, :former Dean of
A person with no felony eon•
Agriculture at Michigan State viction can also receive hospitaliCollege.
zation if the district attorney dePostmaster General - Winton clares him an addict. Title four
M. Blount, president of the U.S. is a follow up to the othet· meaChamber of Commerce.
sures of the act. It allows for job
At his Wedttesday morning counseling, job conditioning, and
meeting with reporters, Nixon job location group work with
announced his appointment of addicts.
Stillwell said the program is
Robert Mayo, as Director of the
Budget Bureau. He formerly was aimed at breaking the cycle that
an assistant director in the Treas- leads rehabilitated addicts back
ury Department and is now a vice to drugs and crime.
Heroin is at least a $50 to $60
president of Continental 11Iinois
National Bank and Trust Co. of a day addiction, said Stillwell, so
that addicts are many times forcChicago.
ed
to commit crimes in order to
It was the first time in modern
history that a president-elect had
named all his cabinent members
simultaneously.

Nixon Lists Choices
For Cabinet: Positions

.,

Washington (UPI)-PresidentElect Richard M. Nixon revealed
his cabinet selections to the na·
tion Wednesday. Former Atty.
Gen. William P. Rogers and Rep,
Melvin R,. Laird of Wisconsin got
the top posts of secretaries of
State and Defense.
Besides Rogers and Laird, Nixon made these selections:
Treasury Secretary-David M.
Kennedy, chairman of the Continental Illinois National Bank and
Trust Co. of Chicago.
Attorney ·General-John N.
Mitchell, Nixon's New York City
law partner who managed his
presidential campaign.
Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare-Robert H. Finch,
Lt. Gov. of California.
Secretary of Housing and Ur·ban Development-Michigan Gov.
George Romney.
Secreta-ry of Interior-Alaska
Gov. Walter J. Hickel.
Secretary of TransportationMassachusetts Gov. John A.
Volpe .
Secretary of Labor-George P.
Shultz, dean of the graduate business school at the University of
Chicago.
Secretary of Commerce-Maurice Stans, former Budget Director
in the Eisenhower Administration.
Secretary of .1\_griculture-Clif-

Want Ads
(

,.

,.

I,,

FOR SALE
WOODEN YOU? Hand carved boxes,
TcakwO<>d trays, Ebonr letter openera
and chess seta, wfld wooden chests. Bo
Tr®, 2218 central S.E.
S 0 N Y S T E R E 0 has Garrard :record
changer, excclll!nt fidelity, like new1 price
. open, evenings 898·1709,
OLD ROLLED top desk, g(lOd condition,
$110. Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.F}. 242"
2918.
'63 RAMBLER, 4-dr. Sedan in excclleni:
condition. New tireiJ Including en ow tires.
New 1;1pholstery. CaU 344-0943 daytime.
100 cc YAMAHA twin MO'l'ORCYCLF}one owner, excellent condltlwl. Trade for
plant>. Call 877·4618.
UNIVERSITY AREA-Lovel7 large Jive
bdrm exec. hame. 3 baths, formal dlniml:
room. Please <!all Jo Mlms, Roger Cox &

Associates, 265•8667. After 6 p.m. call
345-0629.
1963 FORO FALCON FUTtmA. One own··
er•. Air eondltiouer, radio. Excellent eon•
dition. 49,000 mi. 27'1-2922•. 24'1'-4884.
.
P~RSO.lif.ALSr-,,.--,--,..,SCIENTOLOGY-You can be happy l>l!Bin.
Come to an introducto& l®ture Tnes. &
Thuts. '1l80 p.m.> Sat. &:oo }>.m. 61:! San
MatEo NE, 256•0880.
Sl!lRV'IOBS
TYPING-Term P~pcrs, th<llles, etc. 268·

8908. 600 K(llltu!'l<Y, S.E.

_

MIMBOGRAl'UING-all kinds - ret>Orfll·
programs • letter& • CllltlSTMAS LET·
TERS - Mtlcoo o! meetings • IOI!IIattS.
Prompt-cllle!ent-reasonnble. Cnll 266737/J,

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers
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Popejoy

Hall

Cultural Program
Committee
EXPERIMENTAL
Film
SERIES
Fri., Dec. 13-7:30 P.M.

A Shocking Short
Ned Judge's

If I Didn't Care
Feature
Bell 8c Bowell Series

The

,.

California
Underground
Adm.-Adults $1.50
Fac. $1.25-Students $1.00
Tel. 277-3121

support their habit. "Someday we ing in the Model Cities program,
may decide that it is necessary to and give advice on ;federal g:rants
leagalize heroin, as in England," or any legal consequences that
might result from their prosaid Stillwell.
"Communication with the addict grams," said Potter.
and police officer is often poor,
Urban Renewal
and follow-up investigations have
Potter is working with the
often caused the addict to lose Citizens Improvement Committee
his job," said Stillwell. "There is made up of residents interested
a stigma attached to the addict. in urban renewal. The group has
Social stress is applied and he made proposals for city plans
may become frustrated without and is attempting to get l'epredrugs, so it is very easy for him senta tion on the city board.
to jump back to addiction."
"We are hoping to establish
schools
for three to six year old
"Not a Stepping Stone"
child1·en
in order to break the
In response to a question, Stillpoverty
cycle
at its origin. This
well said, "Marijuana, to my
the
most
impressionable
age,
is
knowledge, is not a stepping
and
a
child
under
the
right
direcstone to heroin addiction."
tion could develop an interest in
As a VISTA volunteer, Still- learning," said Potter.
well critically evaluates local
Bill Sczech is working with
agencies like the Turquoise four other VISTAs in the Tijeras
Lodge, the New Mexico commis- and Chilili areas. They have
sion on alcoholism. "The Lodge started a pre-school program, and
discriminates against the poor a tutoring program which insince only those who can pay are volves about 28 children, some of
admitted for hospitalization. The whom are mentally retarded,
Department of Public Welfare Sczech said.
will not compensate the Lodge
if welfare recipients need hospi- ..._..._.._...._.._..._._......_._..._..._...._._...._.._.._.
talization," said Stillwell.
~
C:
j
c:
Counseling Service
.,.
r
VISTA volunteers have worked j
~
with the ' 1helping person" pro- .,.
•
gram which is designed to give j
3404 Constitution N.E.
~
the alcoholic a friend and counsel •
Near Carlisle
~
as .he attempts to lead a normal ~
Study & Wash
life. We are encouraging com- ~
r
munity participation and working ~
Change Available
•
on improvements in local pro- ~
At All Times
~
grams," Stillwell said.
~
17
B ~
Earl Potter, a law student at j New Washers
Dryers ~
UNM, is working as a legal ad- "' 0
24 H
I
~
visor with VISTA volunteers. "I j
pen
ours · .,
k_e.:..e~p....:..in.:....:.to.:..u...:c_h_w.:.:..:.it:.:.h:...V..:..::IS:.:.T::.:.:A::s_w::..:.or::k:.:·__
.,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,..,.,,.
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Brown's Action
Gets Approval
From U Group
By SfiANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
"Although we do not condone
Captain Brown's investigation of
several UNM students, we feel
he acted in good faith from his
point of view," Prof. John Green,
chairman of the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure
said yesterday.
The committee met in the Pbys·
ies Building and after several
hours of deliberation, issued a
statement concerning Captain
Brown's investigation of several
UNM students and the issue of
classroom disturbance.
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rents tuxedos
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
FIRST & GOLD
DIAL 247-4347

Serenade

Role of Committee
Pro£. Green said "The role of
my committee is to examine policy
and make recommendations on
policy. "We did not think we were
having a hearing, but there was a
situation that needed considera-

Reviewing publicity for the 1968 Christmas Serenade are left to
right: John E. Thorson, Circle K; Jean Ann Schultz, Mortar Board;
and Dr. Kenneth Stahl, faculty advisor. The Serenade is Sunday, Dec.
15 at 5:30 p.m.

At San Francisco State

Faculty Joins Students In Picketing
SAN FRANSISCO (UPI) Strildng students and their faculty supporters picketed San Francisco State College Thursday as
police proceeded with arrests of
militant leaders.
While taking some student activists into custody, officers were
h1t by small barrages of rocks
and sticks. No one was hurt.
At least 10 persons were arrasted, including a faculty member.
Nearly 1,000 of the school's 18,000 students turned out for a noon
rally on the commons in the heart
of the campus. They were joined

by 80 members of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT)
holding an "informational picket"
for the second straight day.
Officers Mobilized
As more than 500 officers were
mobilized at the state college.
there were these devolpments on
neighboring campuses:
• A small band of militants
stormed the office of President
Robert Ewigleben at College of
San Mateo, 25 miles south of San
Francisco, in an effort to free a
student arrested for slugging
-Ewigleben. The militants with-

AWS I-I ours Change
Passes to Lavender
personnel aspects of carrying out
By SCOT!' SANDLIN
the proposal.
Night Editor
In her letter to Miss :Bazan,
Dean of Women Helen WhiteDean
Whiteside said, "I realize
side hns given her approval to
that
long
and arduous hours have
the AWS hours proposal and forbeen
devoted
toward its complewarded it to Vice President for
tion
(the
hours
proposal) and its
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
tone
and
explanation
have been of
:for final consideration.
dignity and sincerity.
In a letter to AWS President
"This is particularly significant
Louise Bazan, Decllmber 5, Dean
in
light of attempts made by other
Whiteside expressed her approval
influences
to lend a :f'arcial tone
of the proposal which abolishes and minimize
the importance of
hours for women who are sopho- this issue, thereby
detracting
mores or above and sets hours front the dignity of the women
for freshmen at midnight on week students at this university.''
nights and 2 a.m. on weekends.
Lavender said that the exact
The proposal will be considerdate
of the Housing Committee
ed by the Housing Committee,
meeting
is unknown, but that it
c'oneurtently with a Student Sen·
will
defirtitely
take place this
ate · resolution calling for opsemester,
possibly
after Christtional hours on an individual basis
mas
vacation.
for women over the age of 18.
By sending the proposal to
If passed by the Housing Coin·
Lavender
before the Christmas
mittee, the proposal could go into
holidays,
Dean
Whiteside fulfilled
effect next semester. Dean Lavender said, "I think it could go a promise she had made earlier to
into effect unless there's some take action on the proposal within
budgetary problems ~ which I a month.
don't anticipate.''
Action on the hours question beThe Housing Committee chair- gan in Sep-tember. Senate pa~sed
ed by D.eiil},', Lavender, is com· a resolution asking for the abOlposed of 'fl~v~·.· faculty members ition of women's hours, and a
and one atti nt, will give consideration·/# ,he mechanical p~ob" Bitch-In for women students was
!ems of .the roposal. Mechamcal held to discover attitudes about
problems ~elude the financial and the change.

drew as riot police arrived and insurrection," he said.
.classes resumed after a two-hour
Under orders from acting Presishutdown.
dent S. I. Hayakawa, the officers
• City College of San Francisco, surrounded the state college com·
was quiet under a police guard mons to prevent an invasion of
set up as a result of sporadic campus buildings by the militants.
'violence Wednesday by Negro The force included a squad of
students sympathetic toward the California Highway Patrolmen.
'l'he AFT teachers have threatstrike at State, 15 blocks away.
ened
to strike Monday if state
In Sacrameto, Gov. Ronald
college
trustees refuse their deReagan rejected mediation atmand to close the campus and
tempt~ by civic and labor leaders.
mediate the crisis. They set a
"The college administration deadline of 2 p.m. Friday for the
must make the policy and can't action by the trustees.
share that with anybody, like
The union, representing 250 of
che students," Reagan said. "Organized society cannot back down the 1,100 faculty members, was
with giving up our rights. As long .rebuffed earlier this week by
as I'm governor, we will not give chairman Theodore Meriam of
the trustees. He again ignored
up our rights.''
their demand and instead select"This Is Insurrection"
ed four trustees to serve a~ a
"This is not just the hijinks of consulting committee for Hayaover-enthusiastic students. This is kawa.

tion and our attention was called
to it."
Green reiterated that no hearing
had been held, and that after deliberation it was felt that the
committee opinion would best be
understood by stating a general
policy regarding the issue.
The committee's statement of
three pages reads, "It is the duty
of the commanding officer in such
a case" (that demonstrations a·
gainst ROTC may become violent) "to provide for the defense
of his unit, and it is his profession to know bow to provide such
defense.''
Responsibility
Captain Brown said, ''I have a
responsibility for the protection
of my personnel and to a lesser
extent to the property for which
I am responsible. Those limited
preventive actions that I took
prior to the incident were minimal
and in no way harmed Allen
Cooper.''
The committee's statement also
reads, "It thus appears that the
commanding officer o:f a Reserve
Officer T1·aining Unit is placed in
the position' of having to satisfy
irreconcilable demands that arise
as a result of his being simulten.••
eously a professor of the Univer~
sity and an officer of a branch o:f
the Department of Defense, and
that this sitation is inherent in
the very presence of the unit on
campus."
Captain Brown said, "I would
not agree that those demands are
irreconcilable. While some eonflicts may arise, I feel I can simul*
taneously serve both the University and the Navy.''
Finally, · the committee stated
that the desirability of having a
ROTC unit on campus was not
considered but the question is one
of "such seriousness" that it
should be discussed by an ad hoc
committee of faculty and students
appointed by the Policy Committee.

,•

U AttShow

The above watercolor "Taos Mountain Chain #2," is one of 65
paintings on display at the UNM Art Museum. The exhibition is a
collection of works by the late, famed, water-color painter John
Marin. (See l}age two)
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Letters
·Feldman 'Worst Thing'

To The Editor:
I am writing this letter as a result of reading about Head Coach
Rudy Feldman's latest incident of
abuse against the players on the
1968 Lobo football squad. A$ far
as I am concerned, it is high time
someone vented his feelings concerning the stupidity of this man.
I have watched several members of the Lobo football team deprived of a football career as a
rrw.J,llt of the selfish interests of
Rudy Feldman. I cannot believe
that the people of Albuquerque
can allow this man to do some of
the things he has done to boys
who have dedicated their college
careers to the game of football.
He makes a mock of the game as
well as those individuals who play
for him. How people can tolerate
Rudy Feldman's latant belittling
of his awn team, I will never
know. How can they stand to see
a coach send a player, indeed
players, into a ball game who
have no physical right to even be
in the stadium, I cannot fathom.
How the people of Albuquel·que
can stand by in silent submission
as a coach turns away boys from
their last awards banquet as a
Lobo athlete, is beyond me. Quite
frankly, I think Rudy Feldman is
the worst thing that ever happened to Lobo football.
There are two reasons for respecting any man, One is because
of his technical ability and experience in his particular field; the
other is because he has earned
'-· · · the right to respect. I think Rudy
Feldman's technical ability speaks
for itself. When I can sit next to
a seven year-old in the stands
and have her predict the plays
!.or a series of downs, I begin to
wonder about Mr. Feldman's
ability as a coach. It's a matter
- of public fact that most of his
1 . plays this season were sent in
from the bench. Yet, not once in
ten ball games did Rudy Feldman
or any member of his coaching
s~ accept the responsibility for
a loss. Would they have us believe
they are infallible? Hardly. The
very fact that thirty-three dedic~tted youngsters subjected themselves to physical and mental
punishment for three months,
proves to me that the players are
to be admired rather than admonished. But very rarely, if ever,
did Rudy Feldman praise the efforts of his team. He preferred,
rather, to dwell on more pessimistic points.
This incident last Monday
night served to validate my disrespect of Rudy Feldman as a
man. Long hair or short, side-

Letters nre weloome, and should
be no lo!ll~er than 260 words
written, double spaced. Name, telephone numbCl' and address mmt be
included, although name will be
wlthh~d upon request.

we-

burns or none, mustaches or lack
thereof, does not give any coach
the right to exempt a football
player from attending the last
banquet of his college athletic career. Is this justice1
Robert Anthony

MEXICO

LOBO
WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

ROBERT BURTON
Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106

The New Mexico Lobo Is published
dc::lily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Pub·
lical!ans of the AJJocial!ld Students of
the University of Now Mexico, cmd is not
6nancially associated with UNM, Prlntj!d
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
cllns postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 871 06. Subscription r1tte is $5
for the a~ademic year,
The opinions expressed on the editorial
poges of The lobo are those of the
author solely. Ul!sig11ed opinion is that
of the editorial b~>ord of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·

____________Ed_,_·to_r_ia_I_P_h_o_n_e_(_50_5_)_2_7_7_·4__
l0_2_,_2_7_7_-4_2_0_2______~--~v~er~si~ty-o~f~N~ew~M~e~~ic~o~.----------

Senate Candidate
To The Editor:
"I suppose you're running for
Senate so when you graduate you
can say, look, I was in student
government."
This is only one of the criticisms I've received since deciding
to run for Student Senate. For a
particular reason this criticism
hurt a little more than the others.
The one thing I hoped wouldn't
be doubted was my sincerity. For
of all the impressions I wished to
have conveyed by this campaign
most important was that I was
indeed sincere.
The real appeal Student Senate
should have for everyone is its
potential for action. No one need
set a limit to its rational avenues
for reform. Realistically, I can
see Regents, U.S. senators, and
the President of the United
States, acknowledging a formal
letter from Student Senate asking
reinstatement of a Peace Corps
training center at UNM. Along
this same line it's not too hard to
visualize the faculty acknowledging expert opinions that parking
reform is needed.
I feel that by being present and
helping to use Student Senate in
this rational and expected way I
can, like other students, feel our
actual participation in the college
community.
Pete Callahan

Senate President
To The Editor:
As President Pro Tempore of
the Student Senate, I feel it aPpropriate for me to obse~e the
present candidates for Senate
and make my recommendations
and endorsements to the Student
Body. These recommendations are
not based on any identity of political viewpoint, but :rather for
these candidates' displayed interest and knowledge, willingness to
work, and ability to express themselves. Fortunately there a r e
many qualified candidates, far
more than vacancies to be filled.
With difficulty 1 have limited my~
self to only ten.
I endorse: Mary Anderson,
Tom Derryberry, Ken Gibson,
SandJ1 Heide, Carol Lazorik, David Levine, Jeff Long, .Joe McCor~
maek, and incumbants, Bob Speer
and Mike Cole.
Steven van Dresser

Lobo Review

Marin Paintings on Display
By PAULA HAYS HARPER

J'ohn Marin-often· called "the
:foremost American water-color
painter after Winslow Homer"came to New Mexico in June of
1929, when he was 59 years old.
He lived in Taos for that summer
and returned again the following
season to complete a batch of
about one hundred watercolors,
according to his reckoning. Van
Deren Coke, the Chairman of the
Art Department, bas assembled
sixty-five of those works for the
exhibition "'Marin in New Mex-

liRIIIIR-IOimURIIIIIIIIIRll!lllll!lllllfll...._l!llllliiAOII111111iliiMIIIRIIIIlMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIRaUII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIillll

Lobo Merit: Badge

I

'

I

p: :J

!
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''II,

Nominations for Lobo Merit Awarda
$hould be fttlbmltted to U.e camptlll editor
no h\ter than Wednesday of the week it ill
~~llSed. Please Include illastratlon of

ico" now {and until December colors back to New York in 1930.
29th) at the UNM Art Museum. They were not especially well re·
Professor Coke has also written a ceived, perhaps because they repthoughtful and perceptive essay resented a landscape which was
for the illustrated catalogue of unfamiliar to most easterners,
Alfred Steiglitz, who had success·
the exhibition.
The watercolors have been lent fully exhibited and sold Marin's
to the University Museum from Maine landscapes in his gallery,
collections in New York, Los An- pronounced his verdict thusly;
geles, and Chicago, although the "Remember John, people like
Museum (under the directorship boats.''
Marin's New Mexico paintings
of Robert Ellis} does own one of
have
generally been given short
the most curious and inventive
shrift by his critics and biogra•
works; ''Little Canyon."
But this exhibition marks
When Marin came to Taos, he phers.
the
first
that they have been
was already a well-established assembledtime
in
place for view·
artist, who had made his success ing. Assemblyone
is
the
step to
painting New York City scenes assessment, and seen :first
as
a
group
and Maine fishing villages. This, the N e w Mexico watercolors
his first encounter with the southto be an important segment
western mesas and mountains, prove
of
his
total work. Marin was approduced a group of strong landparently
stimulated and chalscapes, monumental in scale and
lenged
by
this new environment
dynamic in execution.
of
forms.
They are made o:£ aggressive
The exhibition is natura11y of
strokes of sage green, blue and
special
to New Mexicans,
adobe ochres, sharp-edged forms, with itsinterest
appeal
to regional pride,
and evocations of vast, angular
but
it
also
contributes
to an unSpaces. Marin was ambidexterous
derstanding
of
a
neglected,
al- he could and did. paint with
though
important,
period
in
John
both hands at once. This skill allowed him to work rapidly (es- Marin's growth as an artist.
pecially valuable when painting in
watercolor irt the dry New Mexico
air) and is partially responsible
for the spontaneity of his waterAnyone in the Miam.i 1 Florida
colors and for the muscular en· area over Christmas break and
ergy that crackles in the best of interested in doing a review for
them.
The Lobo of the Miami Pop FesThese are not "delicate" water- tival may have tickets and a
colors, composed of pale washes :Press kit by contacting the Reand subtle color gradations, but view Editor. Some of the ent-erof strong, masculine forms and tainers featured will be Steppencolors. They look good from a wolf, Grateful Dead, Bufl'y Saintdistance of ilfteen or twenty feet Marie, and Jose Feliciano.
~a distance at which most waterI\11\IIHIIKIIIII\1111111\II\IIIUHII\IUIUI\11\IIllllmlllll\lll\lllllilllnllllllllll\l!l\llllllllllllllllll
colors pale into invisibility.
The catalogue of the eXhibition
adds something new. Professor
Coke explored the country around
Taos and Santa Fe and identified
and photographed some of the
specific slices of scenery which
Marin translated into art.
The eontrast between the pho·
tographic evidence of reality and
Marin's transmutation of his experience of . that reality onto a
flat piece of .paper illumines the
nature of the artist's creative
process.
. " J-rarin ~~ :tt!s batch .of. wa~t:·,, ~~-~011111111m!111lA111

Announcement

The Lobo "Highway Bea~iiilcation Badge" goes to Santa Clatn dorm for ita erforts to aid the work of
Lady Bird Johnson. By concea.1ing the ugly billboard in the background, the Santa Clara residents have
r~turned natural beauty to our nation's highways.
Thanks to this, work, tourists can enjoy the scenery while driving to sud:. famed Natianal Parks and
historic landmarks as Hokona Hall, the Law Building; the KNME television station, and President
Ileadrfl.
home. ~
t • ..
•
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for A
Completely
Unique
Experience
Join The
LOBO STAFF
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School Threatens Health

Addiction to Studies May Be Dangerous
By MIKE HURWICZ
Reprinted From the
MinnCS{)ta Daily
Students are addicts, Small
comfort that only a handful are
marijuana or LSD users.
Addiction is characterized by
' 1an overpowering desire or need
to continue taking the drug and
to obtain it by any means; a tendency to increase the dose; and a
psychic (psychological) and
sometimes physical dependence on
the drug/' (This quotation and
those following are from the En"
cyclopaedia Britannica.)
A drug addict does not use
drugs; they use him. School addiction is similar.
Victims Start Young
Pushers start their victims
young, administering steadily increasing doses over a period of
years. Initial doses are free, but
once the sufferer comes to feel he
cannot get along without his daily
:fix, stiff prices ~tre charged.
A drug is any substance used to
cure a disease. Like most drugs,
education has numerous legitimate
uses, both preventive and remidial. Such diseases as poverty
(both intellectual and financial),
bigotry, and chastity have proved
especially amenable to treatment.
Patients, however, should be
aware of the dangers.
Users should have their eyes
examined at least once each semester. Impairment of vision is one
of the first symtoms of addiction
to school. Hardened addicts often
cannot see the myriad opportunities to non-users out in the
world.
Seeing-Eye Hippie
One addict was discovered walking blindly past arts, jobs, emotion, people, and choices of all
kinds. Friends bought a seeingeye hippie for him. after determining that he could perceive
nothing but the print in textbooks.
Both moral and physical health
are threatened by prolonged usage. The addict "will probably lie;
engage in shoplifting, burglary,
embezzlement, or other criminal
activities to supply himself ..•"
Bard as it is for the average man
to believe, ed-heads will cheat on

SANDRA HEIDE
HAS BEEN
FOUNDE BY:

Yet the pressure on the young es. Small wonder then, that abuse
stuff," such as the armed services
or prison. But a number of young person to prove himself, to fit in, of this dangerous drug has
men, bum-tripping on an over- to be a success (all of which tran- reached its present devastating
dose of books, have found reli- slates "to get a degree") increas- level.
gious pacifism, homosexuality, insanity, and travel to be effective
451'3 CENTRAL N.E.
antidotes.
Use Your Student ID!
Certain malcontents have sug~..._256-9953
Special Lunch Menu:
gested that the government has
joined forces with the pushers to
Everything Under $1.00!
get young people hooked on education for economic reasons,
Student Specials: Fri.-Sun.
without regard for human hapTOMATO
AND CHEESE PIZZA
piness. However, considering AmSmall
Medium lallJp
erica's long tradition of respect
for the individual and prosecution
Regular $1.25
$1.50
$2.00
of minorities, it is clear the gov$1.00
$1.50
With 10 $ .75
ernment is only trying to mold
NEW HOURS
creative, happy, and responsible
Tues.-Sat. • ••.••• 11::30 11111·3..'00 a•
adults.
Sun. • ..•...••.. 11;30 a.-1:011 0111
Number Increases
Closed Moadays
Despite all good intentions, the
StudentiD
number of addicts increases. A
Worth
survey indicates that less than 50
50¢
per cent of the education ingested,
injected, and inhaled in America
on Special
today contributes to the health
Items
and well-being of the user.
...._...

tel3ts, plagarise papers, steal
everything from books to lab
equipment, a n d misrepresent
their financial status in order to
maintain contact with their supplier.
The addict's eyes are bloodshot,
his breath comes in short pants,
his writing hand is severely deformed. His "skin is pallid... he
perspires freely upon slight stimulus, suffers from sexual disturbances.•.."
Alternative: Withdrawal
He endurel3 all this because he
cannot endure the alternative:
withdrawal. "When an addict cannot obtain ... the drug he craves
(when he flunks or drops out),
"he may become irritable, depressed, moody, asocial. . ." this despite the fact that slavery to the
drug was preventing his sleeping,
loving, and playing normally.
There is widespread fear among
males that "going cold turkey" on
education would lead eventually
to experimentation with "bard

More Sports News
Planned For KUNM
cifically on Sandia Peak. Fridays'
report will cover ski areas such as
Sante Fe, Taos, Sierra Blanca,
Red River, Angel Fire, Purgatory
and Aspen, as well as Sandia
Peak.
A live "Folkstream" program
and a "Christmas Grab Bag" are
t w o events being planned by
Ralph Snelling, new promotion
director of the station.
The live "Folkstream" program
will be held Tuesday, Dec. 17 in
the Union Theater from 10 p.m.
until midnight.
Admission is free, and students
are invited to attend. Featured
will be Joe and Larry, Kathy Davis and Greg Snyder, John Wilson, and other local performers.

The s p o r t s department at
KUNM is utilizing a new policy
and new reporting areas in order
to increase its coverage of campus sports events.
Taped interviews with various
campus groups include reports on
intramural events, campus activities, freshman sports, and an interview Thursday with basketball
Coach Bob King.
Foreign sports will be emphasized on Saturdays, with reports
from Radio Moscow and Radio
Sweden.
Bi-weekly ski reports from
nearby areas will also be featUl:ed. The first report, on Wednesday, will carry information spe-

Last Year's Tuition Hike
'Hurts' Local College Inn
Like the UNM dorms, the College Inn at 303 Ash NE has been
burt by last year's raise in out of

W.AR:REN LAUGBFY LXA
JONIVA MONDRAGON

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

THE LOBO

RAYPRIL SHOWERS
MICHELLE BUSHMAN WRH
ANN

L1C~ENBERGER
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"Where the Action ls"
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NUMBER ONE RHYTHM & BLUES
CLUB WEST OF· THE MISSISSIPPI
* ENTERT.41NMENT

Did U know that U CAN CUM 2 LEO'S
LA ROC, and .listen to the Romantic 1
Enchqnting 1 Invigorating music of ·the
LOUIEWICKHAM TRIO -every evening
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., at the Afternoon
Club • " • • • & U know what? Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25¢ for Ladies.
And·· ••• 65-oz. Pitcher of Beer-97<;:.

'IE.Pl'l

I

NIGHTLY*

c 0 ME

sEE

Mlf

I .. J£\. ~V
I 255-1232 or 256..2530

I
I

I

$39.95
Plus
10% Student

Discount

You can't beat the Muntz sound-and you certainly can't
beat the Muntz cost. Go out and compare. Like us, you'll
choose Muntz 4-track! Muntz car stereos cost as little as
$39.95, and are sold and installed by us.
CAR RADIO SERVICING ALSO

Johnny's TV & Stereo
Service

·~

Ph. 255-9774

623 Amherst N.E.

maiaue
1/2 price sale
(get yours ... they're faster than
8 reindeer ... easier to park
... and
cheaper

to feed!)

I
I
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I1

10% holds any
cycle til May 1st!

I
I

II

1
1

us!

4100 CENTRAL SE
· ALBUQUERQUE

state tuition, eaid R. H. Herbain.
"Most of our residents are out
of state students," said Herbain,
director of Albuquerque's College
Inn. "The out of state tuition hike
hurt us!'
Herbain said that there are now
136 College Inn residents, compared with about 210 residents
last year.
The College Inn director expected an increase in residents
next September because of an
anticipated increase in. enrollment. He attributed the increase
to a rise in the number of veterans attending UNM on the GI
Bill.
"We plan no change in rates or
policy," said Herbain. "We're not
going to raise our rates. We
might lower them.''
Hearbain also said UNM could
have bought the College Inn. He
said, "'Colleges may buy a College Inn if interested, but College
Inns arc not for sale on the open
market."

From

I
I

.

Carved Wood
and more·

MEXICAN-SPANISH

i!• .,_,. Ga1t,.oOLoro~
~sRo~£!!.:.in ~ .J
oti!!}

49cc,3h.p.

125cc, 6.5 h.p.

l75cc, 11 h.p.

99.50*

188.50*

249.50*

reg. $199

reg. $399

reg. $499

*in carton-small set up charge

INTERIOR AccENTS

ASK ABOUT WARDS YOUNG ADULT CREDIT

L----·-••••••••--··-···••
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UNM Committee
Plans to Assist
Medical Careers

For Higher Educafion

Commission Proposes Civilian '61· Bill'

NEW YORK (UPI)-'l'he Car- not afford a college education be
negie Commission on higher edu- given a civilian "GI Bill" to
cation proposed to the Nixon ad- finance their higher education.
ministration and Congress ThursA unanimous report of the
day that qualified youth who can- commission sponsored by the Car~;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;.;;;:;.;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=,~;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;~
RENT A Tux FRoM

MISTER TUX
2 Locations To
Serve You
3003 Central N.E.
(Near the Triangle)

2109 San Mateo N.E.

FLAVOR
CRISP

Chicb.N
Full Course

Dinners
Chicken-Fish
Steak-Shrimp

negie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching also recommended expansion of medical
education through 1976 to provide
the capacity to train about 75 per
cent more doctors to meet the
demand for services resulting
largely from Medicare.
Clark Kerr, former president of
the University of California and
chairman of the 14-member commission, said the first priority of
the government's educational program .should be to end inequality
in education of youth based on
economic inequality.
College Attendence Desired
"Parents are almost unanimous
in their desire for a college education for their children, although
not much more than 40 per cent
of college-age Americans enter
college today," Kerr said. "The
nation wants the educated manpower it will need to continue its
growth and progress in the modern world. Neither of these goals
can be achieved unless we give
more of our young people a
chance for college."

UNM's
ONE STOP J
:·i'rl
PARTY SHOP ·,if

!,I
~;;
I

i

Keg .Beer

.'i
I'·''

All Brands

l'r:l
PI

ij'l

Ice

''I

~:

:·;t

;:I

CHICKEN SPECIAL
msticks & Thighs-2 of each
French Fried or Whipped Potatoes
Rolls, Cole Slaw and Honey

$1.65

Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
A.cross from Caf!Jpus-Cenfral at Girard .

Party Special
Walkers
Canadian
lh gal. $10.79
@@~

l!•

·d
• ,.,I

·!

~'

/
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A pre-professional committee
headed by Dr. Earl Bourne of the
biology department has been organized to assist students in careers in medicine.
Bourne said the committee will
help students in the planning of
their undergraduate programs to
meet the necessary requirements
for entrance into an accredited
medical sch1>ol.
He u:rged all interested students
to come to his office (Room 290 in
the Biology Building) and fill out
several questionnaires.
Bourne explained that all medical schools :require 90 semester
hours as a basis requirement for
entrance. He said that regardless
of major and minor study areas,
these requirements must be met.
One year of biology, and general chemistry; one year of organic chemistry; one year of
physics, and one year of mathematics with calculus, is required,
he said.
All students making applications to medical schools must take
aptitude tests. These tests should
be taken in the spring,
Bourne said a student's application procedure would be handled
by his office by means of .committee evaluation.

The commission said its propoPayments, including grants,
sals would hike federal aid to col- matching grantl! and work~study
leges from the present $3.5 bil- payments, fellowships and educalion to $7 billion by 1970 and $13 tiona! loans, would be channeled
billion by 1976, but would require through the universities chosen
only one-seventh of the additions by the students.
to federal revenue anticipated ov~
Each college would receive a·
er the next few years. In addi- cost-of-educati.on allowance for
tion private sources would be ex- every federal grant holder enroll~
pected to expand tbeir support of ed to pay for costs related to the
student aid program.
higher institutions of learning.
The report said other widely
The commission also called for
discussed approaches to federal enlargement of medical schools
aid including subsidies to states and creation of about 20 new med~
and tax credits to parents of col- ical schools to meet requirements
lege children were "less desirable for doctors and medical support
than extension of existing pro- by 1976. It also advised creation
grams.''
of a White House council of adFinancial Barriers Lifted
visors on higher educatil>n and a
Direct assistance to students national foundation for the dewould put one miJ!ion in college velopment of higher education.
within the next eight years who
would previously have been dep:rived of education because of financial barriers.

Heady To Speak
For U Serenade
The Christmas Serenade, formerly Hanging of. the Greens, is
slated for Sunday, Dec. 15, at
5:30p.m.
Sponsored by Circle K, M1>rtar
Board, and the Program Direc~
to:rate, the event includes serenading UNM President Fe:r:rel
Heady, a Christmas ~ddress by
Heady, and refreshments and a
program at the Union followed
by the Las Campanas' Song Fest
at 7:30,
Sorority and fraternity members will serenade each other,
dorm residents will serenade the
dorms, and the Baptist House, and
in-town students will serenade religious organizations on campus.
The groups will then meet at
Heady's house and serenade him.

q~~

<£wwm <f~

Schools Schedule
Work Interviews

Come in and select yovr Christme1s
Cards from ovr outstanding olbums.
Person<;~! attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cords in this oreo.

350 I lomas NE

MAYTAG MAKES THE CAMPUS SCENE TO BRING YOU
ALL THE FEATURES OF A FULL SIZE DRYER IN
HALF THE FLOOR SPACE ... AND IT'S PORTABLE!

for people who thought
they didn't have room
.
for a dryer ...

If you live in an Apartment ..•
fits in little space
does big jobs •..
A thoroughly new dryer only 24" wide.
28W' high and 1 5" deep. Holds a
generous load. Dries any fabric or
garment including Wash 'n Wear
perfectly in a gentle circle of heat
with no fabric-weakening hot
spots. Comes in colors too.

Nine school systems are scbed~
uling interviews at the UNM
placement center for person!'! in~
te:rested in teaching.
Students and alumni who want
to be interviewed should sign an
appointment sheet two weeks in
advance of the interview date •
The interview schedule is:

GRESHAM'S house of Hollmark
255-4989

',

W []! ll! li.quors
TELEPHONE

By SUSAN CRAIG
Staff Writer
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A Dormitory

or Rented Room ...

TueSday, Jan. 7: Ca.rlsblld municipal
schools:
Wednesday, Jan. 8: Santa Fe publlc

MELVIN BELLI
SUPPORTS DAVID
LEVINE.

schools;

portable ...
rolls under counters, into closets,
almost anywhere •••

Friday, Jan, 10: Hobbs municipal
sehools:
MondBY, Jan. 13: Special School Dlst.Tlct No. 1, :r.ttnnenpolls.
Tuesday, Jt>n. 14 thru 'l'hursdo.y, Jnn.
16: Albuquernue ]lnbllc schools;
Tuesday, Jnn. 14 nnd Wednesday, Jan.
Ill: Denver ]lubllc sehoob;
Thursdny, Jan. 16: Lancaa~. Calif.,
public schools;
Thursdny, Jnn. lGt Jetlert!on County
Sebool District, Lnkewood, Colo.;
Friday, Jan. 17: El ~entre <:olfege o£
the Dnllns County Junior College Distrkt,
Dnllns, Tex.

(BUT DOES DAVID
SUPPORT MELYIN?)
CO-DEFENDENTS ARE:
NARY FISCHER WRH
VAN DRESSER (the beard)
MICHELLE BUSHMAN WRI:t
THE LOBO
CONNIE COHN ZIA PRES.
REFORMED DEMOCRATS
DEBBIE dARAP.ElZZA WRH

~-

Rolls easily on casters to wherever
you need it. Roll it to storage when
finished. Or you can hang it on a wall
with optional wall hanging brackets.
Up out of the way. Can be easily
:-emoved when you want to change
its location or yours.

Patronize
lobo Advertisers

:

•

'\

Cultural Program
Committee
I

EXPERIMENTAL
Film
SERIES

~

Fri., Dec. 13-7:30 P.M.

...

A Shocking Short
Ned Judge's

L-......;...
~~
\
.

Listen, ·Tony, I know a smart asp
when I see one. Put that
garter snake away.

If I Didn't Care
Feature
Bell& Howell Series

gJ(!d{~ceJ-~~

A

SHIPWRECKED SAILOR FROM LISLE
SWAM ASHORE TO A TROPICAL ISLE
BU't ME GATHERED HIS WITS
AND IALVAdED SOME SCHLITZ
SO HE WON'T SEND FOR HELP FOR AWHILE•

~·
<~

The
California
Underground

JEWELERS
(399 Feet West of Louisiana on Menaul)
Open Evenings l1ntil9:00 P.M. Extept Sat.

Adm.-Adults $1.50
DlAMOND CONTES'l' WINNER:

~A Mobile Home •••
just plug it in, turn it on .•. you're ready to dry
No special installation or venting
required. Just plug it into any
adequately wired 115 volt outlet as
you wc:1uld any other portable
appliance. Heavy-duty 6 foot cord
stores out of the way on the back of
the dryer when not in use.

and if money is a problem
you can own a Maytag Porta~ Dryer for only

$109.95
Easy Terms readily available!

Brunacini Appliances

Fa:c. $1.25-Students $1.00

:Paul Coggins, 613 Buena Vista Dr. N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.

Tel. 277-3121

.,

1967 Jos, SchUll Bre\lin~ Co, l,fmute! and oth!r cities.

(

Telephone 344-2358

290 I Edith Blvd., N.E.

<I
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Ski Report

Girl Gymnasts Place Six
placed six girls .in the Midle,nd
YMCA Invitational Gymnastic
Meet held Dec. 6 and 7 at Midland,

The Women's Gymnastic team

' "'

Tex.

KEN GIBSON

Brenda Gibson led the gymnasts
by taking a second place in vaulting, free exercise and second in
uneven bars. She was also awarded second place in all-around competition.
Laura Staszko was third in allaround, and fifth on the uneven
bars and free exercise.
Caroline Yabumoto was fifth
all-around and took fourth in
vaulting. Emilie Salazar was fifth
on the balance beam and Jacquie
Ahlgrim was sixth on the bars.

"PONDER OVER
THY CONDITION
AND BE THOUGHTFUL
IN ACTION"
BLACK STUDENT UNION
ANN LICHTENBERGER
THE ;LOBO
SUZANNE ALDRICH DG
RAY SHOWERS SAE
STEVE VAN DRESSER

As of Dec. 18 at noon.
Sandia Peak - Open, upper
slopes very good, lower slopes
fair to good. Base adequate, xoads
and weather clear.
Sierra Blanca-skiing good to
excellent. 15-25" snow.
Ski Cloudcroft-Open on weekends only. Skiiing fair to good.
15" snow,
Arapahoe, Colo--35" snow, 1"
new. Skiing fair to good.
Aspen, Colo---29" snow. Skiing
good to excellent.
Valil, Colo.-26" snow. Skiing
good to excellent.
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Ride to the Game!

\

'

I

Bus Leaves Johnson Gym

I

.I

7:15 & 7:45

:j

:·I

t

~
Returning bus loads on the
west side of the Arena

Meet The Chaparrals
Patricia Lance Stead, an 18
year old sophomore from Magnolia, Arkansas, has a love affair
with life,
"I love the Lobos, sailing, water
skiing, painting, playing the guitar, Dr. Pepper, football, tennis
and basketball," says the Chaparrals' public relations manager
with a bubbly smile on her face.
The pert brunette, who now
calls Malibu, Calif. home, readily
admits that her big kick is dancing. "I love to dance more than
anything-consequently I'm crazy
about Wilson Pickett, Four Tops,
Temptations, Otis Redding and
Dionne Warwick.''

Patronize the Albuquerque Transit System

Country Barn
Fish Dinner Special
EVERY FR\., 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.

WeightliftingOn
Scene Saturday
•

Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

ONLY49c

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
eVery Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

Weighins for all intramural
weightlifters will be held from
4:30-6:00 today in Johnson gym.
The meet will be held tomorrow
in Johnson gym, The times will
be divided as follows: 9 a.m.1231 132, 148 and 165 pound
weight classes. At 1 p.m. competition will be held for 181, 198,
and heavyweight lifters.
Entries were due Thursday at
6 p.m.
Teams may be allowed to center two individuals per weight
class and receive 10 points per
entry.
The three Olympic lifts will be
used. They are the military press,
snatch, and the clean-and-jerk.

- - ';-·
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She also fancies travelling and
enjoys w a t c h i n g p e o p l e "They're fascinating," Pat says.
Miss Stead is a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma and a Fine
Arts major, with aspirations to
be an interior decorator,
Oh, and she loves clothes, too.

CHERYL-IF YOU
TAGG HER.
SHE'S IT.
ZUNI PRESIDENTS
SYD FRIER WRH
BSU
CONNIE COHN
DELLI, MELVIN THE LAWEY
JOHN BAKAS l;;OplJ7TC£
VAN DRESSER (HONORABLE
MENTION)

We have fashions to pam·
per you . . . and· great
Christmas goodies.
2937 Monte Vista N.E.
(on the triangle)

II
1\

II

Hey, the weekend
starts tonight
(and so do low
Long Distance rates)

Friday, December 13, 1968

UT~P

Occidental,
BySBO!L~\Y'DER

rlter
Coach Bob King's nationally
ranked basketball squad plays
host to two visiting teams this
weekend at University Arena.
The Lobos face little (enrollment
1,493) Occidental College tonight
and old nemesis University of
Texas at El Paso Saturday eve·
ning.
Tipoff for both games is at S :05
p.m. and the UTEP tilt will be
shown via delayed broadcast following the evening news on KOBTV (Channel 4).
Occidental holds the series edge
over the Lobos having defeated
UNM in their only meeting 57-53
in a game played at the dedication of Sweeny Gym in Santa Fe
during the 1955-56 season.
Repeat Not Likely
Coach Grant Dunlap may find
it a little difficult to pull off a repeat performance this year.
The Tigers, who play in the
Southern California Intercoilegiate Athletic Conference, are returning only one starter from last
year's 16-10 team. He is 6-6 AUConference forward Don Ridden
who averaged 18 points last season.
A report was issued earlier this
week to the effect that Riddell had
been suspended from the team so
it probably won't be known until
game time whether or not he'll be
playing.
Anderson Starts
Larry Anderson, a 6-2 guard
and last year's "sixth man" will
probably get a starting nod along
with 6-2 Bob Thate, a transfer
from Southern California,
Returning squad members 6-0
Chris Wilson and 6-4 Bob Fonseca round out the Tiger five.
This weekend's "big one" is
with Coach Don Haskins' Miners
from UTEP. The fifth ranked
Wolfpack leads 35-26 in this series which dates from 1928.
No matter how good or bad the
teams may look on paper, it's never a wise idea to place any large
bets on a Lobo-Miner game.
An Exciting Series
During the 1965-66 season,
when UTEP won the NCAA basPO

ketball championship, the Lobos
seem~d to be well on the way to
ha~dmg the. undefeated Miners
their ~rst loss of the season in a
game m Johnson Gym: The W:olfpack took a twenty pomt lead mto
the lockerroom at the half but
ended u~ on the .s~ort end of a 6764 overtime deCisiOn,
This year's Miner edition isn't
as large as past teams but it's a
scoring machine that averages
over ninety points per tilt.
'Skate' Leads UTEP
Leading the UTEP attack is
6-0 guard Nate "The Roller
Skate" Archibald who averages
16 points per game. Coach Haskins says, "He's a great shooter,
has a brilliant view of the court
at all times .•. no one can pass
the bali like Nate." UNM's Ron
Becker wiii have the job of putting the stops on Archibald.

To Test Ranked Wolfpack

The Miner's "big-man" is 6-5
forward Mike Switzer. He is averaging 14.7 points and 6.3 rebounds per tilt.
At the other guard slot is 6-3
senior Andrew White. White is
shooting at a 13.0 clip and even
though he's a guard, has pulled
down 5.7 rebounds per game.
John, Vann Go Too

wing- and high post. Coach Haskins calls him " ... a solid defensive player."
Haskins, like Bob King, long

Rounding out the UTEP squad
the 5-10 Kenny John and 6-4 Pies
Vann with 13.0 and 7.7 averages.
John was reds.hirted last season
and had a poor year as a sophomore. He has apparently progressed with age, for Haskins has
been starting him this season.
At 6-4 and 215 pounds, Pies
Vann has been referred to by
Coach King as "a horse." Vann
leads his team in rebounds with
10.3 p
ame He alternates at
er g
·

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer

Three Game Dns~ethall Statistics
FG-FGA FT-FTA RB TP AVG
Hownrd
19-85 12·20
26 50 16.7
R. Beeker 14-30
15·18
17 43 14.3
Sanford
17-29
5-8
22 39 18.0
P. Gibson 13-21
6·~
5 32 10.7
Shropshire 11·25
5-7
16 27
9.0
W. Long
7-19
9-18
28 28
7.7
D. Culver 2-2
t>-6
s 9 a.o
K. Griffith 2-4
1·1
1 5 1.7
Sehllllfama 1·2
1-2
1 3 1.6
Len Lope• 0-1
2·2
0 2
1.0
G. Maes
1·1
0·0
0 2
1.0
K. Otteni 1·1
0-0
0 2
1.0
TEAM
Totals 88·170 61·91 153 287 79.0

State Elk Hunt
limited to Few
ROSWELL A Jan. 11
through Jan. 19, 1969 elk season
was set by the State Game and
Fish Commission in its recent
meeting. No more than 150 permits will be issued for the season,
with the exact number to be decided after a helicopter survey is
made of the area in the near future.
Applications for the Tres Piedras hunt are to be made on Form
B-1, available from any Department office or any licensed vendor
in the state.

Larry Anderson

Hollywood stars James Garner
and Stardust 7 - 11, a 711 mile
recent Stardust 7 - 11, a 711 mile
road race held in Las Vegas.
Both were doing well in their
classes until they were :forced out
by mechanical difficulties.

II.
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an advocate of the control game
finds himself with a short teaU:
and his charges will be "running"
more this yenr.

ATO, SAE Win
Meet In Finals

~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;::;;;::;;;;;:::;;:;:,.
I"

Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma
Alpha EJ?silon rolled to convinc.
ing wins in the seminals of the
ATO Basketball Tourney last
night at Johnson Gym, and rode
into the finals Saturday afternoon,
The championship game pitting
ATO and SAE will get underway
at 1:30 Saturday, preceded by the
Sigma Chi-Omega Psi Phi struggle for third at 12:00 noon.
Strong Sparks ATO
ATO, paced by Howard Strong's
20 points, pulled away from a determined Omega Psi Phi squad
for a 68·50 win. Alpha Tau saw
its lead cut to six points with six
minutes left in the contest, but
three consecutive layups by
George Ruth gave them the spurt
they needed. George Zuber had 14
and Ruth 12 (he didn't play the
first half) for ATO. George Bailey had his second brilliant night
for Psi Phi, pumping in 26. Ray
"Frog" Jordon added 11.
Took Commanding Lead
In the earlier game, SAE's Bob
Faford hit on a layup with 4:58
remaining to give SAE a 39-38
lead which it never xelinguished
o'n its way to a 60-44 win over
Sigma Chi.
Brute Pete Johnstone won the
battle of the muscle with SX's
Steve Sstephens, smashing in 19
points, scoring seven in the last
four minutes.
Faford had 14 and Bruce Nesbit
12 to round out the SAE attack.
Sigma Chi was paced by 13 points
apiece from Peter Dodds and
Stephens.
If you're in the mood for some
surprisingly g o o d baskctbal1,
drop over to Johnson Gym Saturday afternoon - both contests
should be thrillers.

s·ongfest
Sunday, Dec, 15
NMU Ballroom
7 p.m.
no charge

WHO'S AFTER
MARY?

ASK:
RAY SHOWERS SAE
MELVIN BELLI (BIG SHOT)
TERRY CALVANI SX
ANN LICHTENBERGER
ST;EVE VAN DRESSER
ZUNI PRESIDENTS
THE LOBO
DEBBIE CARAPEZZA WRH
CONNIE COHN ZIA PRES.

Going to law school?
Where? Are you sure? You
may need the assistance of the
Law School Placement Service.
For additional information, contact your local representative,
Ira Robinson or write directly
To:
Law School Placement Service
Box 1201
Hanford, Conn. 06101

MIKE COLE
JF YOU DON'T
VOTE FOR HIM.
HE'LL AMISH YOU
A LOT
ORLANDO JIMENEZ
MELVlN'S BELLI
STEVE VD
T1IE LODO
CONNIE COHN
(and everybody I)

"I have breathed within you a
breath of my own spirit that
thou mayest be my lover"

BIG MAC IS HERE!

~~
CMcDonald's Corp. 1968

Old Town-842-8022
Open evenings
until 9:00

Raske

Shop

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO - MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4TI:l ST. N.W.

Heights-265-5951
5218 Menaul NE
Open to 5:30,
Fridays to 9:00

~.

McDonald's®

.

Be
a
a high-scoring
Lobo.

LOOKING FOR HOUSING?
Why not look at THE COLLEGE INN?

.,

..\- __
'\>·.

:,.,_

,

T~ke

your date
to the Baron
Saturday night.

rt d W aste Baskets
.Al;so~

Shop the Basket Shop

From 7 PM Friday night to 7 AM Monday morning (including all day Saturday and all day Sunday) you can call out of state anywhere in the
continental U.S. (except Alaska), talk for three
minutes, and PAY NO MORE THAN ONE BUCK!

Mountain States Telephone

~

Chicken and Pie?

~aronof~ee
A indy unique

restaur;~nl

Of coutse and a pertinent movie too!
Cassandra Cat (Czechoslovakian)
All for only 50c this Sunday
December 15, 5:45p.m.

with an inlematlonal reputation
1il ROW:RO, N.W.. AlBUQUERQUE, N. M.
IN HISTORIC OLD 'rOWN

,.

.

You get:

• Freedom and privacy
• Weekly maid service
• Heated swimming pool open year-round
• Co-educotional housing

Nate (The RoUer Skate) Archibald

Open 'til 12 p.m.
after the UTEP game

@

is ~r
kind of place.+•
--

.

NEWMAN CENTER

at the

~

'

'

• Delicious food
• Walking distance from UNM (5 minutes
from Mitchell Hall)
All for as little os $5.00 a day room and board with payment
plans suited to student pocket books. Why not come over and
look around? Check the menu and remember there are free seconds every meal except Saturday night, and a continental breakfast for the fate sleepers. Why not?

THE COLLEGE INN
303 Ash St., N.E.-243-2881

I~.,
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Calling U
Friday, Dec. 13
Dinner honoring State Supreme Court
Chlet Justice David Chavez; Union Desert
Room; 7 p,m.
Circle K meeting; 9:16 p.m.; In the
Union.
Phi Sigma, biology honorary, dinner
meeting Friday, Dee. 13 at Underwood's
Bnr-B-Q Cafeteria; 7:16 p.m.
Dr. Peter Berger speaking on ''The Noise
of Solemn Af!.aembliesi" 7 :30 p.m. Kiva.
Peter L. Berger; to speak on 'The Re-ligioUB Establishment in Americai" Kiva;
7:SO p.m.
Rodey Theater production of 41Becket";
Rodey Theater; tlcltets on sale at Rodey box
office between 8:80 and 6:80 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 14
Christmas toy da.nee: Newman Center; 8
p.m.; admission is new toy or 75¢.
Rodey Theater production of HBecket";
Rodey theate1; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between a: SO and 6:80 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 15
Rodey Theater production of uBeck~t":
Roder Theater; tickets on sale at Roder box
office between 3: 80 and 6:80 p.m.
Las Campanas song festi 7 p.m.• Union.
Hanging of the Greens: will begin at
6:80 p.m.
Monday, Dee. 16
Town Club sorority Christmas motherdaughter dinner: Reddy's Rendezvous: 7
p.m.
l'eaee Corps placement language test;
l'lacement Center 8 o.m.
Tuesday, Dee. 17
Christmas music concert presented by

Announcements by
the UNM community will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
ia in effect.

the UNM chorus and full orebestra; l'op""
joy Hall; 8:16 p.m.
Peace Corps placement language test;
l'lacement Center 8 a.m.
Teacher Evaluation grading; 6:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m.; upstairs in the Union.
Wednesday, Dee. 18
Business Administration Students' As..
socia.tion uBitch In;" Room 281 A-C of the
Union; 11:30-1:30 p.m.
Piano recital by UNM duo-pianists
George Robert and Morton Schoenfeld; 8 :15
p.m.; Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
l'eaee Corps placement language test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Pianists George Robert and Morton
Schoenfeld in two-Piano musi~ program;
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center; 8 ;15 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 19
Teacher evaluation grading; 6 :SO p.m. to
10 );),nt,j upstairs in the Union.
Peace Corps placement Ia~e test:
Placement Center 8 a.m.
UNM Performing Arts Film Series,
Marx Brothers; l'opcjoy Hall. 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $2 adults, $1.60 faculty, $1 students
and ebildren.
Friday, Dee. 20
l'lncement Center 8 a.m.
l'eace Corps placement language test;
Saturday, Dec. 21
Dr. J. A. Aguilar of Stanford University will interview tmdcrgrnduates inter..
ested in attending Stanford University
Medical School next September; 3:00 p.m.;
UNM Medical Science Library con!erence
room.
Gymnastic clinic; Johnson Gym auxiliary
gym; 9 :30 to 11 a.m.

SNARED! SNATCHED! STRAPPED!

"

Friday, December 13, 1968

Results Inconclusive Listen to
In Entertainment Poll KUNM
Scott Hannon, chairman of the
popular entertainment committee,
said that results were inconclusive on a music group poll taken
earlier this year.
He said, "There was evidence
of ballot box stuffing and there
was not enough student response."
"We only received about 500
ballots," said Hannon.
He said that another vote will
be taken at the same time as the
general elections next semester.
"Its kind of late," he said, "but
we want to give the students a
choice about next year's entertainment."
Voting machines will be used in.
the future elections. By using the
machines, Hannan said that he

,,

f'

Vol. 72

hopes to get more student voters.
The first 'poll was run in the
Friday, Nov. 15 Lobo. Students
voted for parti'cular groups in an
effort by the popular entertainment committee to allow students
to elect their own entertainment.

Want Ads

WHO WILL VOTE
FOR CAROL
LAZOR IK TODAY?
OH, I THINK.••
KAREN DAVENl'ORT
BSU
THE LOBO
DEBBIE CARPEZZA WRH
MARY FISCHER ZUNI !'RES.
STEVE VAN DRESSER

CHARLES K. FELDMAN'S JAMES

A SHATTERING11-C:E;;::p.LEOJLS.HJJ.
STUDY OF THE
•

"-HA-Mft~l\
..

•

t

J :'

-~ PJIL-TS .. " I

Cole Only Winner
Of Second Tern1

BOND 007

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer

17 International Stars Including:

FOR RENT
TWO Al'ARTMENTS. Inquire at Okie
Joe's, ask for Connie.
FOR SALE

PETER

URSULA

DAVID

SELLERS • ANDRESS • NIVEN •

1967 MONTESA SCORl'ION; competition
AND street equipped. many extras-Bee
to believe, MUST SELL. 1968 Husqvs.rna S60ce- $18660 bike goes to beat
offer over $900. World's foremost motoc>oss machine. Both at 216 Maple, NE.
SONY STEREO has·Garrard record
changer, excellent fidelity, like new, price
open, evenings 898-1709.
'68 RAMBLER, 4-dr. Sedan in exceDent
condition. New tires including snow tires.
New npholstery. Call 844·0943 daytime.
100 cc: YAMAHA twin MOTORCYCLEone owner. excellent condition. Trade for
plano. Call 877-4618.
UNIVERSITY AREA-Lovely large five
bdrm exec. home. 3 baths, formal dining
room. Please call Jo Mlnu!, Roger Cox &
Associates, 265-8557. After 6 p.m. call
846-0629.
1968 FORD FALCON 1' 0'1 ORA. One own·
er. Air conditioner, radio. Excellent con•
dition. 49,000 mi. 277·2922. 247-4884.

S.U.B. THEATRE
SATURDAY 7 & 10
SUNDAY 6 & 9

I.D. REQUIRED

0 Kl E J 0 E'S
HAPPY HOUR
3 p.m.-6 p.m.

&ou
EX-II.Y
~'IE IE R.

l
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They
always start,
but never
end with .••

)
'
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Hokona Display

'I

i

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers
ay M

AMERICA IS.

t

i\uu i\rbnr

lJTilm 1J1rntiuttl
PART

3

IN REAL TROUBLE
MR. GLABBER

'OIDNESE FIRE DRILL' l:he judge's unanimous choice for

LEADS THE
HOLIDAY
PLEASURE

OKIE JOE'S
1720 Central S.E.

242-2151

7362

In Tijerina Acquittal

By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
Reies Lopez T i j e r i n a was
aquitted on three charges of kidnapping, armed raid on a court
house, and false imprisonment and
made "Friday the 13th unlur.ky
for prosecutor Alfonso Sanchez
and the greatest victory for the
poor," said Tijerina.
In final instructions to the
jury, Judge Paul Larrazolo revitalized the long-forgotten right

OPEN LATE
TONIGHT

BUY YOUR
ROOMMATE
A GIFT

This is a. portion of a display on the third filoor of Hokona Hall at
their open house Sunday.

Dines and Olmi disagreed on
the importance of these endorsements. Olmi said it was "hard to
Nine new student senators and determine" the effects of the enone incumbent were elected in dorsements. Dines said, "Any enFriday's elections.
dorsement is going to have some
Michael Cole was re-elected effect on the election. The enwith 516 votes. The new senators dorsed candidates get free pubare Tom Derryberry, 619 votes; licity."
Jeff Long, 596; Rob Knight, 590;
Olmi said he felt there was an
Doug MacCurdy, 584; Sandy increased interest in student govHeide, 550; Mary Anderson, 525; ernment. He pointed out that 29
Ken Gibson, 510; Carol Lazorik, candidates had run for 10 Senate
485; and Shirley Runyan, 477.
positions, while last spring, only
Associated Students President 13 candidates ran for 12 Senate
Jim Dines said he was looking posts, Olmi also said that 1606
forward to working with the nine students voted, which was an innew Senators.
crease over the number of students who voted on the ASUNM
Strong on Desire
"Even if they're somewhat budget last spring.
weak on experience, if they're
Two Greeks Defeated
strong on desire, we'll have a
Bill Cocke and Robert Speer,
good Senate," Dines said.
both Greeks, were defeated. Olmi
Senator Tony Olmi, an election and Dines both felt that the eleccommittee official, said that Der- tion results were no indication
ryberry's vote total was achieved that Greek influence had declined
because "Derryberry never missed or that any anti-Greek feeling
an opportunity to visit an organ- had built up on campus.
ization. No group saw him as a
Dines said the Greeks had run
threat."
very few candidates. Olmi said,
All the winning candidates re- "The Greeks made no real efceived endorsements from The fort to interview candidates like
Lobo or Residence Hall Council RHC did. The Greeks were not
(RHC). Derryberry, Knight, and · working real hard for their peoMacCurdy, three of the top four ple.''
vote-getters, got both Lobo and
Speer and Michael Cole were
RHC endorsements.
both incumbents. Speer lost and
Cole finished seventh of the tev..victorious candidates. Neither
Dines not Olmi felt this reflected
student disappointment with the
people now in Senate. Both said
the election results were due to
the kinds of camaigning done.

Right: of Citizen's Arrest Upheld

CINEMA
12

•

I

I

TYPING-Term Papers, theses, ete. 2688908. 600 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds- reportsPl'OI!'I1llllS • lettera • CHRISTMAS LET·
TERS - notices of meetings - lessons.
l'rompt-efllclent-reasonable. Call 256·
7373.

OPUS# 1

l

.,'

SERVICES

.

Senator~~/?

CASINO BRAI.II

GIRL WANTED to share apartment. Walk
to campus, $35 mo., utilities Included,
call 842·5696, after 5 p.m.
EVELYN WOOD Reading Drnnmies wlll
improve your reading speed measurably.
For proof come in :Cor n free mini-lesson
every Monday night in the Union, room
250A at 6:80 p.m.
l'LAYBOY & NEWSWEEK available now
before rate increases on J"an. 1. These
make excellent gifts for Christmas &
Chnnukn. Other magazines at student
rates include l'SYCHOLOGY TODAY,
Sl'ORTS ILLUSTRATED, ESQUIRE.
The American Bank of Commerce in the
Union has the details.
HELPl-Aibuquerque Job Corps Women
need reading material. Old magazines,
books, etc., should be left in the Lobo
office. Or call Jan 277-4202, 1-8 Mon.Thurs.
WANTED - Riders to Salt Lake City.
Leave Dec. 20 or 21, caD 266·1178 after
12:00 p.m.

r·-

Monday, December 16, 1968

Nine New U

l'ERSONALS

1

EX ICO

i

1
I

An intense body throbbing plunge into pure electronic ecstasy.
SHOW LEADER by Bruce Baillie
VALENTIN DE LAS SIERRAS '>Y Bruce Baillie
Bruce has a personal message for you
which he dellvers in naked persoe1.
HEXAGRAMS abstraction involving an overlong tortgue,.·~

ll;Cllltltlf~~....., •• ,.,. .... CIDLD The unpredict;mle twenty-bumper Joy Bang, now ......." ...•
twitche:a.
up, m Meyers se~ parody of Antonioni's "Blow Up"

of citizen's arrest. A citizen can
make such an arrest if he belie-;es that a felony has been committed. "The jury of six. men and
six women has vindicated the
rights of citizens against. police
oppression," said Tijerina.
A tt o .r n e y Bill Higgs said,
"Since the Magna Carta, the
ancient right of citizen's arrest
has been held as equal in impor.
tance as trial by jury." Higgs
p o in ted to the United States'

Grade. Point Applied
To Pass-Fail Marks
The pass-fail grading system
is being used :in some UNM
courses but the results are still
being interpreted on the standard
four point system.
The exceptions to the four ·point
system at UNM include: certain
courses at the Fine Arts College
where students may choose to be
graded by either the four point
method or the credit-no- credit
method, at the School of Medicine
students are graded with superior, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory
marks, and in honor classes where
s t u d e n ts receive one of three
grades: A, credit, or no credit.
UNM Registrar and Director
of Admissions J. C. MacGregor
stated; "A grade point many times
accompanies a transferring student's credits in pass-fail classes.''
School )lakes Inquiries
Officials at the UNM Graduate
School ask universities of applying students for the exact meaning of the students ,pass-fail
marks. Officials added that they
usually receive the information
.
they require.
UNM stud en t s interviewed

were evenly divided over the
merits of the four point system.
One student said the four point
system was "alright". When asked, those students in favor of
the pass-fail being used to a
greater degree stated they were
not organizing alternative plans
to the four point system to present for faculty consideration.
Some Students Disoriented
Dr. Robert Stone, dean of the
School of Medicine, said many
students receiving grades on the
satisfactory- unsatisfactory system sometimes feel disoriented
and want to know how satisfactory their efforts were.
Donald McRae, Assistant Dean
of the 'Fine Arts College, reports
that many instructors are making
notations of how far students are
from receiving credit or not receiving credit.
When asked what effect grades
have upon students, UNM paychiartrist Dr. Henry Blake stated
that grades were not usually the
student's i)rimary source of anxiety.

"history of lynchings by Anglos"
as a perversion of the right of
citizen's arrest, since the right
does not entail prosecution and
punishment. Higgs said the right
of citizen's arrest should stand
up in other states since the law
is so clear on this matter. However, the penalties for an unlawful arrest are likely to be severe,
Higgs said.
Change In Terminology
The day after Tijerina acquittal, the Albuquerque Journal referred to the Tierra Amarilla incident as a "gun battle". The
Associated Press also used "gun
violence" instead of "raid." "This
change in terminology was realized after 18 months of slandering
and incriminating Tijerina and
after a verdict of not guilty of
assault on a jail was reached,"
said Higgs.
"I only hope that after this
great victory, my people - the
Indo-Hispano - will get rid of
their fear of the organized es·
tablishment," Tijerina said.
"The most important thing in
my mind and heart when I decided to .defend myself," said
T i j e r i n a, "was to redeem the
honor, identity, and courage of
my people and to provide a way
wherein the poor can get justice
without the money the rich have
to buy .political justice.''
Conveys 'True Feeling'
"No lawyer in the U.S. could.
bring across the true feeling
DIRIIIIIl!!!JlRIIIIIIIllllnnmllllliiiiiU~DIUiliRIRRIIIIniii!IHIIHIIIIRIRRIIIII
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and spirit of the interests in question - which are property rights
and civil rights, including the
right to make a citizen's arrest,"
Tijerina said. "That's why I felt
only I could get that human touch
across to the minds of the jury."
"From a professional point of
view, no lawyer could have defended this case as well as Reies,"
said Higgs.
"Mr. Tijerina had to protest
that he was being denied the equal
protection of the laws since the
state was being allowed to do
(Continued on page 2)

Evaluation Poll
Nears Finish
Over 280 professors have
agreed to participate in the
teacher ilvaluation program now
in progress on the UNM campus,
said Dusty Dittberner, head of
the evaluation committee.
The students, and even the radical groups, have been very favorably impressed with faculty response, she said.
The evaluation forms are being
graded and tabulations are to be
completed by Dec. 21. The specific publication date of evaluation
results has not been set but Miss
Dittberner said it will definitely
be before second-semester registration.
"Several professors have said
they would pa,-ticipate in an evaluation second semester," continued
Miss Dittberner.
Several interesting replies have
been received, including one :from
a student in Math 010 who wanted
to know if there was a lower math
course. Another rated a course
with all the highest possible
grades, but did not recommend
the course to others.

UNM Students
Eligible To Vote
In Tax Election
UNM students who are eligible
can vote in the education surtax
election today.
The only qualification for voting is that a person must be 21
and must have lived within the
state for one year, in Bernalillo
County for 90 days, and in his
present precinct for 30 days. A
person does not have to be a
registered voter to vote in this
election.
If passed, the 43% one-time
surcharge on the state income tax
will provide $3.085 million for
use by the city schools during the
second semester.
In an interview with Lobo reporters Dec. 12, Gov. David Cargo said, "I am for it, but it will
be defeated, like the flouride issue, down in the Valley.''
He does not think the surtax
will pass because "the people in
the Valley can not afford it and
do not want to pay more taxes."
Cargo feels much of the opposition comes from fear that the surtax will not be removed at the
end of a one year period. He assured Till! Lobo that if the measure passes, "it will be for only
a year.''.
The tax, if passed, will provide money for salaries for an
additional 100 teachers for second semester, a once-only salary
hike for Albuquerque Public
School employees, school texts and
supplies, and emergency mainten~
ance for school buildings.
The polls will be open from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m. today. There will
be 187 polling places open instead
of the uaual 355.
-'

